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Abstract Choosing assets for their portfolios is a complex
decision, and investors, endowed with limited information
processing capacity are influenced by various psychological
factors. One such factor is investors’ processing fluency with
the firm’s stock. In this paper, we introduce the idea of
congruent ticker symbol, defined as whether or not the firm’s
ticker symbol is similar to its corporate name (e.g., DELL for
Dell, Inc.) Further, we propose that a firm’s congruent ticker
symbol, in conjunction with other firm characteristics, will
increase investors’ processing fluency with its stock and,
therefore, affect its intangible value. We consider the firm’s
size, performance, advertising, and distribution presence as
firm characteristics that will interact with congruent ticker
symbol to affect its intangible value. Data from 181 publicly
listed US retailers between 1994 and 2006 strongly support
the hypotheses relating the contingent effects of congruent
ticker symbols to intangible value. While, firms’ congruent
ticker symbols do not independently increase their intangible
values, they do so, in conjunction with their performance,
advertising, and distribution presence. For marketing theory,
congruent ticker symbols emerge as contingent intangible
market-based assets that create enduring shareholder value
with other firm characteristics. For managerial practice, the
findings offer guidance on ticker symbol-naming strategies
that can increase shareholder value.
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1 Introduction

When a public firm lists its stock on a stock exchange, it is
assigned a ticker symbol which uniquely identifies its stock to
investors (e.g., MO for Altria Inc. and IBM for IBM Corpo-
ration). Although, a ticker symbol should have no information
content in an efficient market, CEOs appear to view congruent
ticker symbols as instruments that increase shareholder value.
Consider:

Owen Dukes, CEO of Propalms USA, Inc., which changed
its ticker symbol from JLNY to PRPM on March 16, 2007:
“The PRPM symbol makes much more sense for us and our
potential investors. The symbol change is one of many steps
moving forward to bring greater value to our shareholders. As
the Propalms USA name grows in the business world, so, too
will our presence in the investment community.”

Michael H. Tardugno, President and Chief Executive Offi-
cer of Celsion Corporation (CLN), which changed its ticker
symbol to CLSN on July 14, 2008: “We are pleased to
announce our new ticker symbol, one that we believe will
improve our visibility with investors and more closely associ-
ate our company with the NASDAQ onwhich our shares have
traded since February 2008. We continue to successfully
execute on our strategy and our focus remains on building
value for all shareholders.”

We propose that a firm’s congruent ticker symbol, which
we define as whether or not its ticker symbol is similar to its
name, has the potential to be value-relevant.1 Examples of
congruent ticker symbols include PALM (Palm One, Inc.) and
MMM (3M Corporation), and incongruent ticker symbols
include NLAI (Paragon Fund Inc.) and SVWN (Knova Soft-
ware). We focus on ticker symbols managed by the firm’s

1 In this paper, we use the terms ‘intangible value’ and ‘value’ and
‘intangible firm value’ to denote the firm’s intangible value measured
by its Tobin’s Q, and the term ‘stocks’ and ‘shares’ to denote its stocks.
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finance executives and not directly under the purview of the
firm’s marketing function. By studying the value relevance of
ticker symbols aimed at investors, we adopt the perspective of
“the investor community as a customer,” an idea that has not
been explored in the marketing literature.

A study on the shareholder wealth effects of ticker symbols
has highmanagerial relevance.While firms choose their ticker
symbols at the time of their initial public offering (IPO), some
firms do change their ticker symbols subsequently. For exam-
ple, 480 firms, listed in US stock exchanges, changed their
ticker symbol between January 2005 and August 2008. Perti-
nent to this study, 127 (25%) of the new ticker symbols were
congruent after the change, compared to 78 (16%) ticker
symbols before, a 50% increase in the incidence of congruent
ticker symbols, suggesting that some firms consider congruent
ticker symbols to be value-relevant.

What factors might motivate a firm’s choice of a congruent
ticker symbol? From a communications perspective, investors
can access information about firms with congruent ticker
symbols more easily in the increasingly, cluttered information
environment. As Richard Adamonis, a spokesperson for the
New York Stock Exchange noted, “They [congruent ticker
symbols] are easier to remember and can reinforce what a
company stands for” (http://www.reuters.com/articleprint?
articleid=USN1036624820070710).

If congruent ticker symbols are value-relevant, then
firms with incongruent ticker symbols may be foregoing
an opportunity to build shareholder wealth. However,
changing ticker symbols is both costly and risky. Firms
need to invest in the promotion of the new ticker symbol
and risk being overlooked by potential investors, lowering
the liquidity of their stocks [27]. Thus, insights on the
value relevance of congruent ticker symbols will be useful
to senior executives of publicly listed firms.

Non-informative, psychological factors influence in-
vestors’ decisions and stock returns [21]. One such psy-
chological factor is processing fluency, the ease with
which individuals process information about a stimulus
[47]. Developments in the psychology of judgment indi-
cate that, controlling for the stimuli’s contents, individ-
uals’ processing fluency with stimuli increases the favor-
ability of their evaluations of stimuli [37].

In this paper, we address the following questions: Are
congruent ticker symbols value-relevant when investors have
access to other diagnostic information about the firm? Does
the value relevance of congruent ticker symbols vary across
firms? If so, what firm characteristics affect this relationship?

To start with, various firm characteristics (e.g., business
strategy, profile, and performance) influence the content of the
associations of firm’s ticker symbols (e.g., the congruent
ticker symbol, KMRT of Kmart Corporation, would have
negative associations during Kmart Corporation’s bankruptcy
proceedings). Thus, a priori, we do not expect that a firm’s

congruent ticker symbol will, independently, influence its
intangible value.

Applying contingency theory which proposes complemen-
tarities among firms’ characteristics on outcomes [19, 54], we
propose interaction effects between a firm’s congruent ticker
symbol and its other characteristics on its intangible value. For
the contingency model, we identify four characteristics that
we hypothesize will interact with a firm’s congruent ticker
symbol to affect its intangible value: firm size and perfor-
mance, and two marketing characteristics: advertising and
distribution presence.

We test the hypotheses using a panel data of 181 publicly
US listed retailers (1,415 firm years) between 1994 and 2006.
Two factors motivate the choice of the US retailing industry as
the empirical context. First, ticker symbol-naming strategies
vary across retailers providing the variation necessary for the
study. Second, most retailers follow corporate branding strat-
egies, enabling a clean test of the effects of congruent ticker
symbols.

We define a firm’s congruent ticker symbol as whether or
not it is similar to its corporate name (e.g., AMES for Ames
Department Stores, and TGT for Target Brands Inc.). We
measure the firm’s intangible value by Tobin’s Q, a forward-
looking, capital market-based measure [7]. We estimate the
model using a random effects regression approach.

As expected, while firms’ congruent ticker symbols do not,
independently, increase intangible value, their interaction ef-
fects with performance, advertising, and distribution presence
increase intangible value. The model predicts a firm’s intan-
gible value well, given its characteristics. Overall, the paper’s
findings suggest that congruent ticker symbols are intangible
market-based assets, for some, but not all firms.

2 Processing Fluency: an Overview

A key idea in the psychology literature is that in addition to the
objective, descriptive content of a stimulus, psychological
factors, unrelated to the stimulus content, affect individuals’
processing of a stimulus. Individuals’ processing of stimuli of
similar content differ in speed [24] and ease, an idea termed as
processing fluency [47, 51].

What factors influence processing fluency? One view [25]
suggests that familiar material is easier to process than unfa-
miliar material, so that increased knowledge about a stimulus
will increase individuals’ familiarity with it which, in turn,
will increase their processing fluency. An alternative view
[52] argues that information about a stimulus is easier to
process when observed more frequently and for long rather
than short durations. So, multiple exposures to a stimuli
increase processing fluency [53].

Individuals evaluate fluent stimuli more positively, consid-
ering them to be more frequent [48], more true [36], and more
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likeable [37] than stimuli that are similar in content, but less
fluent. Processing fluency ismanifest as a hedonically positive
experience which provides diagnostic information for evalua-
tions of stimuli [50]. All things being equal, fluent stimuli are
evaluated more favorably than [38] and preferred over less
fluent stimuli [38, 41].

A processing fluency signal is most informative for evalu-
ations when little diagnostic information is available about
stimuli [38], and it is least informative when the stimuli are
meaningful and personally relevant [10]. Moreover, while
processing fluency may elicit an initial positive reaction to a
stimulus, over time, the stimulus’ features are attended to and
the stimulus will be re-evaluated [11]. Thus, subject to some
boundary conditions, individuals’ evaluations of and prefer-
ences for stimuli are influenced not only by their evaluations
of the stimuli’s objective contents but also by their fluency
with them.

3 Processing Fluency and Investing

Investors endowed with limited information processing ca-
pacity and facing a complex decision-making task when
choosing assets for their portfolios are influenced by psycho-
logical factors [21]. One such psychological factor is inves-
tors’ processing fluency with the firm’s stock, which enables
the firm’s stock to stand out from the large number of stocks
that they may be considering for investment decisions [1].

Behavioral finance provides evidence of the effects of
processing fluency on investors’ behaviors. Investors buy
and hold the stocks of firms with regional business presence
with which they are familiar, and with which, they have
greater processing fluency [49]. Customers of a Regional Bell
Operating Company (RBOC) who live in its served area hold
disproportionately more of its shares than of other RBOC’s
[22]. Investors, who are more familiar with firms from their
home country, buy more stock of firms from their country,
than is optimal, despite the well-documented gains from in-
ternational diversification in stock portfolios [13].

Stock returns of firms with simple symbols (e.g., Flinks)
are higher than those of firms with complex ticker symbols
(e.g., Aegeadux) [1]. Stocks of firms with pronounceable
ticker symbols (e.g., KAR) outperformed those with unpro-
nounceable ticker symbols (e.g., RDO) after 1 day of trading
on the stock market. However, the effects of pronounceability
of ticker symbols on stock returns disappear over the long
term (a 14-year period), presumably, when other relevant
information about firms is available to investors.

In summary, there is some evidence of the effects of pro-
cessing fluency on investors’ behaviors. Specifically, inves-
tors’ processing fluency of ticker symbols affects firms’ stock
returns when relevant, diagnostic information about the firm is
not available to them. However, investors do have access to

and actively process diagnostic information about the firms in
their investment decisions. A related unexamined question is,
what is the effect of ticker symbols on investors’ behaviors,
when relevant firm information is available? Thus, we exam-
ine the effects of congruent ticker symbols, in conjunction
with firm characteristics, on shareholder value.

4 Hypotheses

4.1 Definition

The Merriam-Webster dictionary defines “congruence” as the
extent to which a stimulus is similar to a focal stimulus.
Accordingly, we define a congruent ticker symbol as whether
or not the firm’s ticker symbol is to the firm’s corporate name
(the focal stimulus). Thus, we view congruent ticker symbol
as a dichotomous construct—i.e., a ticker symbol is either
congruent or incongruent. Examples of congruent ticker sym-
bols in the US retailing industry include ANN (Ann Taylor
Stores Corporation) and JCP (J. C. Penney Company Inc.) and
examples of incongruent ticker symbols congruent include
CTR (Cato Corporation) and JWN (Nordstrom Inc.). A con-
gruent ticker symbol is distinct from a pronounceable ticker
symbol, although some congruent ticker symbols (e.g., ANN
of Ann Taylor Inc.) may be pronounceable. To illustrate,
MSFT and ADBE are unpronounceable, yet congruent ticker
symbols of Microsoft Inc. and Adobe Inc., respectively.

4.2 Hypotheses

Three key ideas underlie the hypotheses relating firms’ con-
gruent ticker symbols to their intangible value. First, invest-
ment decisions are personally relevant decisions, so we antic-
ipate that investors will be influenced by more than just their
processing fluency with a firm’s stock. In addition, various
firm characteristics (e.g., size, performance, and strategy)
provide relevant diagnostic information to investors about its
stock performance and its prospects, influencing their invest-
ment decisions. Thus, we do not anticipate a main effect of
congruent ticker symbol on intangible value, a long-term
stock performance metric.

Second, the contingency-based approach argues for com-
plementarities between the elements of a firm’s resources and
strategy on its performance [19, 54]. Accordingly, we propose
that a firm’s congruent ticker symbol will interact with other
diagnostic firm information (i.e., its characteristics) to jointly
influence investors’ evaluation of its stock. Thus, we develop
hypotheses of interaction effects between a firm’s characteris-
tics and its congruent ticker symbol on intangible value.

We seek firm characteristics that satisfy two criteria: (1)
that they affect investors’ knowledge of the firm’s business
strategy and prospects, increasing their processing fluency
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with the firm’s stock, and/or (2) that they affect the firm’s
future performance, providing investors diagnostic informa-
tion about the firm’s prospects and therefore its shareholder
value. Four firm characteristics satisfy these criteria: its size
and performance, and two marketing characteristics, advertis-
ing and distribution presence, which we use to develop inter-
action effects with the firm’s congruent ticker symbol. We
note that consistent with the dominant empirical tradition in
finance on the effects of psychological factors on stock per-
formance, we do not explicitly measure processing fluency,
but argue for its effects on intangible value.

4.3 Congruent Ticker Symbol and Firm Size

Relative to small firms, large firms are seen as worthy of [40]
and receive increased media attention [33] which increases
investors’ knowledge of them. Large firms, relative to small
firms have higher analysts’ following and information acqui-
sition and positive analysts’ reports [3].

In addition, other arguments suggest a performance advan-
tage to large firms. Several theoretical explanations including
efficiency theory [14] and market power theory [39] suggest
that increasing firm size confers the firm with future perfor-
mance benefits. Increasing firm size provides scale econo-
mies, with attendant demand and supply side advantages
including superior product quality and lower manufacturing
costs [42]. With respect to stock returns, a firm’s size lowers
its current stock returns and cost of capital and increases its
market value [15].

When a large firm also has a congruent ticker symbol, the
integration of the information about the firm’s size, with its
attendant benefits on its future performance, and the increased
information reporting on large firms by financial analysts and
the media at large will not only increase investors’ processing
fluency with the firm’s stock but will also cue its performance
advantages arising from its size, raising investors’ expecta-
tions about its future cash flows and increasing its intangible
value. Thus,

H1 The interaction between a firm’s congruent ticker
symbol and its size will increase its intangible value.

4.4 Congruent Ticker Symbol and Firm Performance

Investors use firms’ performance as an indicator of their future
performance in their investments decisions. Investors are en-
thusiastic about the prospects of firms that have performed
well—“glamour stocks”, and prefer them, over ill-performing
stocks, overpricing glamour stocks [28]. Indeed, they argue
(p. 1,575) that “some individuals might just equate well-run
firms with good investments, regardless of price.”

As with large firms, firms with superior performance are
covered extensively by mass media and analyst community.
The analysts’ primary responsibility is to write research re-
ports that recommend stocks to customers. Analysts are under
pressure to make buy versus sell recommendations, as a result
of which they focus their information acquisition efforts on
firms with superior performance, more likely to be “buy”
targets. Thus, investors are very familiar with well-
performing firms as these firms have greater analyst following
and information acquisition [8].

We anticipate that the integration of the firm’s superior
performance, a relevant, positive trait of the firm, and the
increased information reporting on it, with its congruent ticker
symbol, will increase investors’ processing fluency, causing
them to assess the firm’s stock favorably, raising their expec-
tations about its future cash flows and increasing its intangible
value. Thus,

H2 The interaction between a firm’s congruent ticker
symbol and its performance will increase its intangible
value.

4.5 Congruent Ticker Symbol and Advertising

At a fundamental level, firms’ advertising informs their vari-
ous stakeholders, including customers and investors, about
their strategies, and the range and quality of offerings [30].
Advertising also plays an important informative role [4],
informing its various stakeholders, including investors, about
their products. The informative view suggests that advertised
products (i.e., the firm’s stocks) are of high quality so that
firms’ even seemingly uninformative advertising may provide
an indirect signal that the quality of their products and stocks
are high [45].

The persuasive view of advertising [46] holds that adver-
tising affects demand by changing tastes and creating brand
loyalty, so that advertised products face less elastic demand
and deter market entry. Consistent with this view, the market-
based assets theory [44] argues that advertising creates brands,
which are intangible market-based assets that increase cash
flows, and lower the risk of these cash flows increasing the
firm’s shareholder value. Given the increasing attention to
advertising-generated, intangible market-based assets in the
accounting literature [2] and their inclusion as assets in finan-
cial statements in the UK and Australia [6], there is cogni-
zance among investors that advertising creates intangible as-
sets that are value-relevant. Not surprisingly, firms with in-
creased product market advertising have more investors and
better liquidity of their stock [18].

A recent study provides indirect support for a potential
positive interaction effect between a firm’s congruent ticker
symbol and its advertising on shareholder value. Positive
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abnormal returns accrue to readily identifiable firms (e.g.,
Pepsico), presumably, with high processing fluency, for
broadcast advertising during the Super Bowl [16]. Thus, when
a firm with a congruent ticker symbol also increases its ad-
vertising, investors’ processing fluency with the firm’s stock
increases and the firm’s stock will also be imbued with posi-
tive associations, resultant from the multi-faceted benefits of
advertising. As a result, investors will assess the firm’s stock
favorably, raise their expectations of its future cash flows and
increase its intangible value. Thus,

H3 The interaction between a firm’s congruent ticker
symbol and its advertising will increase its intangible
value.

4.6 Congruent Ticker Symbol and Distribution Presence

Distribution presence is the extent of the firm’s distribution
coverage in the market. To start with, distribution presence is
created by virtue of the firm’s investments in its distribution
channels. A firm’s distribution presence increases first-hand
awareness, trial and experience opportunities for both its
customers and investors, who are also consumers of the firm’s
stocks and products.

On the one hand, as with advertising, a firm’s increasing
distribution presence should increase investors’ awareness of
its products, and its strategies. Thus, when a firm with a
congruent ticker symbol also has increasing distribution pres-
ence, investors’ processing fluency with the firm’s stock will
increase.More distribution outlets may also signal to investors
that the firm is on a trajectory of market growth, raising
investors’ expectations of the firm’s future cash flows and
increasing the demand for its stocks.

On the other hand, other developments in the psychology
literature suggest a potential negative interaction effect be-
tween a firm’s congruent ticker symbol and increasing distri-
bution presence on intangible value. There is a cascading
effect of dissimilarity on judgments in multiple representa-
tions of a stimulus, so that once evidence of dissimilarity is
encountered, subsequent information about the stimulus is
more likely to be interpreted as further evidence of dissimi-
larity, lowering preference for it [31]. Unlike centralized ad-
vertising that is controlled from corporate headquarters, dis-
tribution is a decentralized operation, and investors are ex-
posed to multiple representations of a firm’s distribution out-
lets. Given this background, increasing distribution poses
challenges in managerial control, creating greater variability
across distribution outlets. Hence, with a firm’s increasing
distribution presence, investors’ average service quality expe-
rience with its outlets may decline and the variance may
increase, creating dissimilarity cascades and providing nega-
tive information to investors.

Thus, when a firm with a congruent ticker symbol also has
increasing distribution presence, although investors’ process-
ing fluency with the firm’s stock will increase, investors may
incorporate their negative assessments of the firm causing
them to view the firm’s stock unfavorably, lowering their
expectations about its future cash flow and decreasing its
intangible value. Integrating this opposing evidence, we hy-
pothesize opposing interaction effects between a firm’s con-
gruent ticker symbol and its distribution presence on intangi-
ble value. Thus,

H4a/H4b The interaction between a firm’s congruent
ticker symbol and its distribution presence will increase/
decrease its intangible value.

4.7 Method

4.7.1 Data

We used data on publicly listed retailers spanning the two-
digit Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) codes of 52 to
59, which includes building materials and garden supplies,
general merchandise stores, automotive dealers and service
stations, furniture and home furnishing stores, and miscella-
neous retail stores. We excluded restaurant chains (two-digit
code=58) which have governancemechanisms (e.g., franchis-
ing) different from those in retailers.

We collected data on US retailers for the period 1994–2006
from various secondary sources including COMPUSTAT and
annual reports. The final data set with all explanatory variables
had data on 181 firms for 12 years resulting in 1,415 firm
years. Some firms entered the data set after 1994 or exit before
2002, contributing fewer firm years. The average number of
firm years is 7.82 (minimum=1 year; maximum=12 years).

4.7.2 Variables

We used Tobin’sQ as a measure of the firm’s intangible value.
Specifically, we use the method of Chung and Pruitt [12] to
calculate Tobin’s Q as follows: Q ¼ MVEþPSþDEBT

TA , where
MVE is the closing price of shares at the end of the financial
year × number of common shares outstanding, PS is the
liquidation value of the firm’s outstanding preferred stock,
DEBT is the sum of book value of inventories, long-term debt
and current liabilities less current assets, and TA is the book
value of total assets. We used the firm’s year-end stock price
and number of shares to compute Tobin’s Q.

We measured the firm’s congruent ticker symbol by wheth-
er or not the firm’s ticker symbol cues its corporate name,
which can happen in two ways: (1) the ticker symbol contains
a part of the corporate name (e.g., ANN for Ann Taylor Stores
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Corporation) or (2) if the ticker symbol is a phonetic repre-
sentation of the corporate name (LTD. for Limited Brands
Inc). After being briefed on the coding task by one of the
authors, two graduate students independently coded firms’
ticker symbols; 43% (n=78) had congruent ticker symbols.
Table 1 contains ten examples—five firms with and without
congruent ticker symbol.

We measured the firm’s size by the natural logarithm of its
total sales (DATA12 in COMPUSTAT). We measured the
firm’s performance by its return on assets, the ratio of its net
income (DATA172) to total assets (DATA6). The firm’s ad-
vertising was measured by its advertising expenditure
(DATA45), and the firm’s distribution presence was measured
by the total number of retail outlets, which we obtained from
the annual reports.

We also included, in the model, two financial characteris-
tics that affect intangible value. First, we included financial
leverage, computed as the ratio of a firm’s long-term debt to its
total assets [26]. Second, we included financial liquidity,
measured as the ratio of a firm’s cash, marketable securities,
notes receivable, and accounts receivables to its current liabil-
ities [9]. Table 2 contains the descriptive statistics and the
correlation matrix of the measures. We examined correlations
between the explanatory variables and found them to be within
acceptable limits (the highest correlation is 0.589 between
advertising and its size), suggesting that multicollinearity
may not be a problem.

4.7.3 Model

We estimate a random effects regression model that accounts
for unobserved heterogeneity relating the interaction effects of
the firm’s congruent ticker symbol with firm characteristics on
its intangible value [23]. This random effects approach also
allows us tomodel the main effect of congruent ticker symbols
on intangible value. We included the main effects of all

variables used to construct the interaction terms in the model.
A Hausman test of the random effects model versus the fixed
effects model fails to reject the null hypothesis (i.e., that
random effects would be consistent and efficient) supporting
the random effects formulation.

In addition, we included time dummy variables to account
for any time-specific effects and five industry dummy vari-
ables for the two-digit SIC codes of 52, 53, 54, 56, 57, and 59.
We also included two dummy variables to account for retailer
characteristics—a brand variable which measured whether the
retailer marketed brands under the corporate name (e.g., Gap
Inc. sells Gap brand apparel) and a category variable which
measured whether or not the retailer was a grocery store (e.g.,
Weiss Markets Inc. was coded as a grocery store). All explan-
atory variables were lagged by one year to preclude explana-
tions of reverse causality.

5 Results

5.1 Heckman Sample Correction

Some firms (n=72) were not observed for the entire period. If
the data are not missing randomly and the model is estimated
with the observed data, the parameter estimates may be biased
[20]. We corrected for potential sample selection bias by
including Lee’s λ (inverse Mill’s ratio) obtained from a Heck-
man selection model in the regression model for Tobin’s Q.

We first estimated the probit selection model including the
firm’s sales and its performance as factors influencing its exit
from the data set. The results supported the selection model
(χ2=15.891, degrees of freedom=1, p<0.01). The firm’s size
(b=−0.123, p<0.01) and performance (b=−0.483, p<0.01)
had negative effects in the selection model. As might be
expected, small and poorly performing firms were more likely
to exit the data set.

5.2 Hypotheses Testing

We estimated the model relating the firm’s congruent ticker
symbol and its interactions with size, performance, advertising,
and distribution presence along with control variables, the year,
industry and retailer dummy variables to intangible value using a
random effects regression model. Column 1 of Table 3 contains
the results of pertaining to the hypothesized model. The data fit
the model well (Wald Chi-square, degrees of freedom (30)=
181.70, p<0.01) and the model’s R2 is 0.119. Some of the year
dummy variables were statistically significant.

As expected, the firm’s congruent ticker symbol does not
affect its intangible value (b=0.421, not significant (ns)). The
firm’s size (b=0.157, p<0.01) and performance (b=1.548,
p<0.01) increase intangible value while its advertising (b=

Table 1 Congruent ticker symbols

Firm name Ticker symbol

Congruent

Freds Inc. FRED

Big B Inc. BIGB

Arden Group Inc. ARDN

Harvey Electronics Inc. HRVE

Campo Electrical Appliances and Company CMPO

Incongruent

Nordstrom Inc. JWN

Albertson’s Inc. ABS

Gap Inc. GPS

Allied Stores Inc. 9174A

Dillards Inc. DDS
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−1.548, p<0.01), somewhat surprisingly, and its financial
liquidity (b=−0.073, p<0.05) decrease intangible value. We
discuss the negative effect of advertising on intangible value
subsequently. The firm’s distribution presence (b=−0.001,
ns), financial leverage (b=0.028, ns), and Lee’s Lambda for
Heckman sample selection correction (b=0.062, ns) do not
affect intangible value. The corporate brand name dummy
(e.g., GAP Brands for GAP Inc.) increases intangible value
(b=0.328, p<0.10) while the grocery store dummy has no
effect (b=0.031, ns).

We next present the results for the hypothesized effects.
First, the results do not support the interaction effect, H1,
between the firm’s congruent ticker symbol and its size (b=
−0.074, ns). However, the results support H2, the interaction
effect between the firm’s congruent ticker symbol and its
performance (b=2.885, p<0.01), and H3, the interaction ef-
fect between the firm’s congruent ticker symbol and its adver-
tising (b=0.141, p<0.01). Finally, the results support H4a, the
positive interaction effect between the firm’s congruent ticker
symbol and its distribution presence (b=0.015, p<0.05). We

Table 2 Descriptive statistics and correlation matrix

Variable Mean (standard deviation) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

(1) Intangible value 1.447 (1.150) 1.000

(2) Ticker symbol congruence (1, else=0) 0.445 0.018 1.000

(3) Firm size (log of sales) 7.224 (1.782) 0.214 −0.093 1.000

(4) Firm performance 0.018 (0.068) 0.315 −0.010 0.197 1.000

(5) Advertising 99.492 (240.057) 0.027 −0.007 0.589 0.082 1.000

(6) Distribution presence 770 (1,254) 0.219 −0.077 0.508 0.010 0.313 1.000

(7) Financial leverage 0.171 (0.176) −0.188 −0.118 0.191 −0.139 0.149 −0.019 1.000

(8) Financial liquidity 0.705 (0.816) 0.072 0.011 −0.136 0.189 −0.008 −0.079 −0.168

All correlations above 0.07 significant at p<0.01 and correlations above 0.05 significant at p<0.05

Table 3 Congruent ticker symbol and intangible value

Variable Hypothesized model
(column 1)

Alternative measure of size
assets (column 2)

Hypothesized effects

Congruent ticker symbol×firm size (H1) −0.074 (0.063) −0.038 (0.062)

Congruent ticker symbol×firm performance (H2) 2.885 (1.023)*** 2.872 (1.027)***

Congruent ticker symbol×advertising (H3)×10−2 0.141 (0.037)*** 0.133 (0.037)***

Congruent ticker symbol×distribution presence (H4a) 0.015 (0.006)** 0.014 (0.007)**

Control variables

Congruent ticker symbol 0.421 (0.433) 0.156 (0.383)

Firm size 0.157 (0.049)*** 0.063 (0.046)

Firm performance 1.548 (0.509)*** 1.615 (0.510)***

Advertising×10−2 −0.150 (0.026)*** −0.137 (0.026)***

Distribution presence −0.001 (0.001) −0.001 (0.001)

Financial leverage 0.028 (0.175) 0.040 (0.177)

Financial liquidity −0.073 (0.036)** −0.078 (0.036)**

Corporate name as brand 0.328 (0.170)* 0.277 (0.173)

Grocery store 0.031 (0.497) −0.080 (0.504)

Lee’s Lambda (Heckman sample selection correction) 0.062 (0.045) 0.067 (0.046)

Intercept 0.195 (0.372) 0.856 (0.334)

Chi-square (degrees of freedom) 181.70*** (30) 171.18*** (30)

R2 0.119 0.094

Parameter estimates (standard errors) in table. All explanatory variables lagged. Models also include time dummies for years, some of which were
significant and dummy variables for two-digit SIC codes, none of which were significant
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05 and * p<0.10
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next report additional analyses that examine the robustness of
the results.

5.3 Additional Analyses

5.3.1 Model Comparisons

First, we compared the proposed model to a model with only
the main effects of the firm’s size, performance and account-
ing data but without the two marketing characteristics of
advertising and distribution presence. Based on a Chi-square
test, the hypothesized model outperformed this model
(p<0.01). Second, we compared the proposed model to one
with all of the explanatory variables and the interaction effects
of congruent ticker symbol with firm size and performance but
without its interaction effects with the two marketing charac-
teristics of advertising and distribution presence. Again, the
proposed model outperformed this model (p<0.01). Thus, the
proposed model explains intangible value better than models
with either only accounting data or excluding congruent ticker
symbol’s interactions with the firm’s advertising and distribu-
tion presence.

5.3.2 Firm Size

We reestimated the model using an alternative measure
of firm size, measured by the natural logarithm of its assets
instead of its sales. We report these results in column 2 of
Table 3, which are consistent with the results in column 1 of
Table 3 testifying to the robustness of the model specification.

5.3.3 Alternative Ticker Symbol-Naming Strategies

In this paper, we defined congruent ticker symbol as whether
the firm’s ticker symbol is similar to the firm’s corporate
name. A perusal of the ticker symbol-naming strategies sug-
gests an alternative ticker symbol strategy, pronounceable
ticker symbols. There were 30 firms (17 %) that had a pro-
nounceable ticker symbol (e.g., OATS for Wild Oats Markets
Inc.), which increases short-term stock returns, i.e., 1 day after
the firm’s listing on the stock exchange [1].

An interesting question that arises is whether pronounce-
able ticker symbols, which were presumably adopted by these
firms to leverage processing fluency among the investment
community about their firms’ stocks, affect intangible value?
We examine this question by re-estimating the model using
the pronounceability of the ticker symbols. The results in
Column 2 of Table 4 do not support either main or interaction
effects of pronounceable ticker symbol-naming strategies on
intangible value. We then re-estimated the model using a
symbol which is either pronounceable or congruent. The
results reported in Column 3 of Table 4 are similar to those
obtained in the hypothesized model (Column 1 of Table 4).

Hence, pronounceability of ticker symbols does not appear to
be value-relevant for the firms in our study, with respect to
their intangible values.

5.3.4 Predictive Validity

We evaluated the model’s predictive ability using a
jackknifing technique, holding out a target firm year, re-
estimating the model on other firms, and then using the
estimated parameters to predict the target firm’s Tobin Q.
We computed the mean absolute deviation (MAD), defined

as¼ 1=NTð Þ ∑
ti¼1

Ti

∑
i¼1

N

Tob Qoit−Tob Qpit

�
�

�
� , where Tob_Qoit,Tob

_Qpit, N, and Ti denote observed and predicted Tobin’s Q for
firm i in year t, N the number of firms, and Ti the number of
years for each firm i, respectively. The proposed model’s
MAD was 0.245 compared to MAD of 0.406 obtained with
the average values of explanatory variables (improvement of
40%). Thus, the proposed model predicts the firm’s intangible
value well.

6 Discussion

The firm’s ticker symbol, an important mnemonic device that
uniquely identifies the firm’s stock to the investment commu-
nity, is extensively used by various stock market participants.
In this paper, we introduce the concept of a congruent ticker
symbol, which we propose, in conjunction with firm charac-
teristics, has the potential to be a value-relevant market-based
asset. The empirical test of the relationship in the US retailing
industry indicates that the firm’s congruent ticker symbol, in
conjunction with its performance, advertising, and distribution
presence, increases its intangible value. We conclude with a
discussion of the paper’s theoretical contributions, managerial
implications, and limitations and opportunities for future
research.

6.1 Theoretical Contributions

6.1.1 Marketing Metrics

This paper is at the intersection of Wall Street and mar-
keting strategy as embodied in its congruent ticker sym-
bol, a representation of the firm’s corporate brand to
investors, who are customers of the firm’s stocks. In
demonstrating the value relevance of congruent ticker
symbols, we find that the ticker symbol, typically not
considered as a variable under the purview of the market-
ing function, can be an intangible market-based asset.
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The null main effect of congruent ticker symbols on the
firm’s intangible value suggests that congruent ticker
symbols are not independently value-relevant, but only
in conjunction with the firm’s performance, advertising,
and distribution presence. However, it is expected that the
null effect of congruent ticker symbols represents a de-
parture from past research in finance [13, 22], which
supports, albeit indirectly, a main effect of familiarity on
firms’ stock returns. We conjecture that this departure may
be arising because we use intangible value, while past
research has examined other metrics such as ownership
patterns of stocks.

In addition, the null main effect of congruent ticker sym-
bols, combined with their significant positive interaction ef-
fects with the firm’s performance, advertising, and distribution
presence, suggests that congruent ticker symbols are contin-
gent market-based assets, i.e., for some but not all, retailer
firms. Future research that explores other such contingent
market-based assets (e.g., corporate logos and audiovisual
mnemonics) will be useful.

Although firms’ distribution strategies affect intangible
firm values [29, 43], past research relating marketing activities
to investors’ responses has studied only the value relevance of

advertising. In this paper, we examine the investor response
effects of distribution presence, a key marketing mix element.

The negative main effect of advertising on intangible value
is surprising and represents a departure from research that
reports a main effect of advertising on the pattern of
stockholding and liquidity [17, 18], for which we offer the
following explanation. First, like other research that uses
secondary data sources for firms’ advertising data, we focus
on advertising spending, an input-based accounting measure
of advertising, which also includes promotional expenditures
(see the COMPUSTAT manual) and does not measure the
content (e.g., brand building versus sales generation) or the
effectiveness of firms’ advertising programs which can vary
significantly across firms. Second, promotions constitute a
significant component of retailers’ advertising and promotion
budgets, and while promotions improve short-term revenues
and profits, they lower long-term profits and shareholder
value [32]. Moreover, given retailers’ high frequency of pro-
motions and price-based advertising, would investors infer
their poor performance? This is a conjecture that we are
unable to resolve with the data on hand. Future studies that
explore the effectiveness of advertising in retailers, and the
boundary conditions of the main and interaction effects of

Table 4 Congruent ticker symbol, pronounceable ticker symbols, and intangible firm value

Variable Hypothesized model with congruent
ticker symbol (column 1)

Model with pronounceable
ticker symbol (column 2)

Model with either pronounceable or
congruent ticker symbol (column 3)

Hypothesized effects

Ticker symbol characteristic×
firm size (H1)

−0.074 (0.063) 0.143 (0.101) 0.001 (0.001)

Ticker symbol characteristic×
firm performance (H2)

2.885 (1.023)*** −0.874 (1.112) 2.999 (1.020)***

Ticker symbol characteristic×
advertising (H3)×10−2

0.141 (0.037)*** −0.001 (0.001) 0.105 (0.030)***

Ticker symbol characteristic×
distribution presence (H4a)

0.015 (0.006)** 0.100 (0.181) 0.017 (0.006)***

Control variables

Ticker symbol characteristic 0.421 (0.433) −0.790 (0.696) −0.009 (0.117)

Firm size 0.157 (0.049)*** 0.084 (0.040)** 0.121 (0.038)

Firm performance 1.548 (0.509)*** 2.380 (0.495) 1.546 (0.509)***

Advertising×10−2 −0.150 (0.026)*** −0.072 (0.002)*** −0.138 (0.025)***

Distribution presence −0.001 (0.001) −0.001 (0.002) −0.001 (0.003)

Financial leverage 0.028 (0.175) −0.014 (0.178) 0.034 (0.176)

Financial liquidity −0.073 (0.036)** −0.059 (0.036) −0.071 (0.036)

Corporate name as brand 0.328 (0.170)* 0.293 (0.177)* 0.314 (0.169)*

Grocery store 0.031 (0.497) −0.036 (0.506) 0.037 (0.495)

Lee’s Lambda (Heckman sample
selection correction)

0.062 (0.045) 0.052 (0.046) 0.062 (0.046)

Intercept 0.195 (0.372) 0.639 (0.332) 0.402 (0.315)

Chi-square (degrees of freedom) 181.70 (30)*** 152.87*** (30) 182.70*** (30)

R2 0.119 0.113 0.121

All explanatory variables lagged. Models also include time dummies for years, some of which were significant and dummy variables for two-digit SIC
codes, none of which were significant. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.10
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advertising on intangible value in other industry contexts
would be useful.

6.1.2 Corporate Branding

This paper’s findings also extend the marketing literature on
the wealth effects of corporate branding. There is empirical
evidence in the marketing (e.g., Ref. [34]) and accounting [5]
literatures that branding strategies of firms increases their
shareholder value. However, past research has not examined
whether the firms’ branding efforts outside the purview of the
firm’s marketing function (e.g., ticker symbols) are value-
relevant. Our conceptualization of congruent ticker symbols
as representations of firms’ corporate brands to investors and
the demonstration of its positive contingent effects on share-
holder value address this gap in the literature and opens the
door for future work on issues related to corporate branding
communications aimed at the investor community (e.g.,
CEOs’ letters to shareholders).

6.1.3 Behavioral Finance

Our view of congruent ticker symbols as corporate brand
representations takes a step toward bridging the gap between
the work in behavioral finance that explores “irrational” in-
vestor behaviors. Future work that relates aspects of various
marketing mix programs [e.g., everyday low price (EDLP)
versus Hi-Lo price, humor in advertising, thematic versus
promotion-based advertising] to contextual factors that influ-
ence investors’ behaviors will be insightful.

6.2 Managerial Implications

The interaction effects of congruent ticker symbol with firm
characteristics draw attention to the importance of the firm’s
ticker symbol as a branding element for investors, a key
constituency for publicly listed firms. Just as the corporate
brand represents a source of equity with firm’s customers, the
congruent ticker symbol represents brand equity with inves-
tors, who are customers of the firm’s shares.

Specifically, the findings suggest that a congruent ticker
symbol creates enduring “value-in-use” for some, but not all
firms. For practice, the model we propose also has good
predictive validity and can be used to value firms’ congruent
ticker symbols (contingent on their other characteristics) as
part of the valuation process in mergers and acquisitions.

The findings on the contingent effect of congruent ticker
symbols and the null effect of pronounceable ticker symbols
offer some guidelines for leveraging firms’ congruent ticker
symbol. Executives of firms with congruent ticker symbols
can highlight their superior performance, advertising, and
distribution presence to investors to increase their shareholder
value. If firms with incongruent ticker symbols have superior

performance, large advertising spending, or significant distri-
bution presence, they consider renaming their ticker symbols
to be congruent, which should increase their intangible value.

Further, firmsmay also be experiencing an opportunity loss
in their shareholder value if other firms have ticker symbols
similar to their corporate names, because of investor confusion
[35]. Indeed, we noticed the potential for such investor con-
fusion for two firms in our data set: GAP Inc. (GPS) and Great
Atlantic and Pacific Tea Company (GAP), whose ticker sym-
bol GAP is similar to Gap Inc’s corporate name. We collected
daily stock prices, returns, and trading volumes for the two
firms from January 1, 1976 to December 31, 2007 (N=7,979
observations) and found high correlations between their prices
(ρ=0.64, p<0.01) and volume (ρ=0.47, p<0.01). Prima facie,
these correlations point to investor confusion and resultant
opportunity losses in shareholder value (in this case to Gap
Inc., the firm with superior performance). GAP Inc. should
consider using GAPS as their ticker symbol (which is already
assigned to them) as their ticker symbol to reduce investor
confusion and leverage increased intangible value from their
superior performance, advertising, and distribution presence.
Also, firms considering changing their ticker symbol to a
congruent one can use the proposed model to assess their
intangible value following this symbol change, given their
profiles.

6.3 Limitations and Opportunities for Further Research

We define a congruent ticker symbol based on whether the
ticker symbol is similar to its corporate name. Firms use
several other ticker symbol-naming strategies including their
history (Southwest Airlines’ LUV, whose first flights were out
of Love Field airport in Dallas), brands (e.g., Anheuser Busch
Inc.’s BUD), customer segments [Harley Davidson Inc.’s
(HOG, an acronym for its famed Harley Owners’ Group]
and even a muse (Steinway Musical Instruments Inc.’s LVB,
acronym for Ludwig van Beethoven, the famous music
composer).

We offer processing fluency of the firm’s congruent ticker
symbol as the mechanism bywhich the firm’s intangible value
increases. However, in this study, using secondary data, we
are unable to explicitly test this mechanism. One alternative
explanation for the effects of congruent ticker symbols on
intangible value may be that investors may assume that the
management of firms which adopt a congruent ticker symbol
are “savvy marketers” and may therefore assume superior
marketing and management quality, which may be resulting
in higher intangible value. Further research that explores this
and other alternative explanations would be useful.

Moreover, there may be risks and/or costs to ticker symbol-
naming strategies which we do not examine. For example,
ticker symbols named after brandsmay increase the firm’s risk
exposure (e.g., does Anheuser Busch Inc.’s stock returns
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covary with Budweiser’s market shares?). The development
of a taxonomy of ticker symbols and their shareholder wealth
implications emerges as an interesting area for future research.

We examine the interaction effects of two marketing char-
acteristics pertinent to the retailing industry, advertising, and
distribution presence, with congruent ticker symbols, on in-
tangible value. Further, we focus on shareholder value as
measured by the firm’s intangible value and do not address
whether these effects arise because of trading by institutional
investors, day traders, or casual investors. Research exploring
ticker symbol strategies using other methods (e.g., in-depth
interviews and surveys) that incorporate other marketing char-
acteristics with output-based measures of (e.g., corporate
brand awareness and shelf space) and using other metrics
including systematic risk, shareholding patterns, and volatility
in returns will be useful to further disentangle these effects.

Many high technology firms (e.g., Yahoo, Google, Adobe,
and Amazon) use corporate branding strategies and have
congruent ticker symbols (YHOO, GOOG, ADB, and
AMZN, respectively). We suggest that there is a preponder-
ance of congruent ticker symbols in firms in the high technol-
ogy sector not only because of a key role for corporate
branding in this sector but also because investor relations
management is a key mechanism for shareholder wealth cre-
ation. Will the widespread prevalence of congruent ticker
symbols in an industry affect firms’ intangible value differ-
ently? Also, while we included time dummies, we do not
examine whether the value relevance of congruent ticker
symbols varies by stock market conditions. Studies covering
other industries especially the high-technology sector, across
bear markets characterized by panic selling, would be useful.

In sum, we believe that this study represents a useful, first
step in exploring the shareholder wealth effects of the firm’s
ticker symbol, which represents the firm’s corporate brand to
its investors. We hope that this paper stimulates further work
exploring the effects of corporate branding, in general, and
ticker symbols, in particular, on shareholder value.
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